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150 years of American photography come alive in this exciting new book, placing it in its

cultural context for the first time. Orvell examines this fascinating subject through a wide range

of well known and less-well known images. He ranges from portraiture and landscape

photography, family albums and memory, and analyses the particularly 'American' way in which

American photographers have viewed the world around them. Orvell combines a clear

overview of the changing nature of photographic thinking and practice in this period with an

exploration of key concepts. The result is the first coherent history of American photography,

which examines issues such as the nature of photographic exploitation, experimental

techniques, the power of the photograph to shock, and whether we should subscribe to the

notion of a visual history. ""What a terrific book!...Rich references to literature, history, art, and

popular culture make this story come alive.""--Mary Panzer, Author of Matthew Brady and the

Image of History, and former curator of photographs for the Smithsonian Institution's National

Portrait Gallery

"A fine introduction, and stimulating to readers already familiar with the riches of American

camera work."--Mick Gidley, University of Leeds"What a terrific book!...Rich references to

literature, history, art, and popular culture make this story come alive."--Mary Panzer, Author of

Matthew Brady and the Image of History, and former curator of photographs for the

Smithsonian Institution's National Portrait Gallery"A fine introduction, and stimulating to

readers already familiar with the riches of American camera work."--Mick Gidley, University of

Leeds"What a terrific book!...Rich references to literature, history, art, and popular culture

make this story come alive."--Mary Panzer, Author of Matthew Brady and the Image of History,

and former curator of photographs for the Smithsonian Institution's National Portrait Gallery"A

fine introduction, and stimulating to readers already familiar with the riches of American

camera work."--Mick Gidley, University of Leeds"What a terrific book!...Rich references to

literature, history, art, and popular culture make this story come alive."--Mary Panzer, Author of

Matthew Brady and the Image of History, and former curator of photographs for the

Smithsonian Institution's National Portrait Gallery"A fine introduction, and stimulating to

readers already familiar with the riches of American camera work."--Mick Gidley, University of

Leeds"What a terrific book!...Rich references to literature, history, art, and popular culture

make this story come alive."--Mary Panzer, Author of Matthew Brady and the Image of History,

and former curator of photographs for the Smithsonian Institution's National Portrait

Gallery"What a terrific book!...Rich references to literature, history, art, and popular culture

make this story come alive."--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.About the AuthorMiles Orvell is Professor of English and American Studies, with a broad

interest in modern American culture, at Temple University. His other publications include 'The

Real Thing: Imitation and Authenticity in American Culture 1880-1940', which was co-winner of

the American Studies Association's JohnHope Franklin Prize, and his essays and reviews have

appeared in many journals, such as American Art and History of Photography. He is also the

Senior Editor of the Encyclopedia of American Studies, and is the Director of American Studies

program at Temple.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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RoboDevil, “A great reference for any photographer looking for some inspiration. A great

reference for any photographer looking for some inspiration, has a lot of info on great

photographers throughout history.”

PQUAL921, “Good textbook. I needed this book for a history of photography class. It's a good

book, easy to read, simply stated and the photos of course are pretty spectacular.”

KittyKath, “EXCELLENT READ!. Excellent read! Truly demonstrates the influence photography

had, and STILL has, on shaping American culture.”

raymond arsenault, “An illuminating work.. An excellent survey of American photography. My

students in my “American Visions” course next semester will be reading this enlightening book.”

A. J. Firmin, “Great service!. Love this book!”

Gaby, “Five Stars. LOVE IT”

Jose-Marcio, “Une vue d'ensemble de la photographie américaine. Un livre d'un peu plus de

200 pages et 10 chapitres, en anglais...Chaque chapitre traite un aspect ou thème de la

photographie, aux Etats Unis ou faite par des photographes américains. Les thèmes traités

sont illustrés par une ou deux photographies de quelques photographes américans.Il ne cite

pas l'ensemble des photographes américains et beaucoup de noms connus manquent à

l'appel et il y a encore beaucoup à dire. Mais bon, ce n'est pas une encyclopédie. Malgré cela,

c'est un livre intéressant et agréable à lire, permettant d'avoir une vue d'ensemble. Un bon livre

pour commencer.”

justAnote, “A recommander. un ouvrage très complet sur un sujet peu traité. très enrichissant.”

The book by Miles Orvell has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 37 people have provided feedback.
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